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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSSION AND SUGGESTION 

CONCLUSSION  

 Based on the result of this research, it can be conclude that the meaning 

shift used in the instagram and facebook was widening. Generally, the using of 

widening found in this research, the user of facebook and istagram specifically 

didn’t understand the actual meaning of the words and they only use the words as 

the term, the famous terms that usually used by many user or instagram. 

The use of widening by facebook and instagram user in order to express 

their feeling and condition that they faced at the day. In fact, the use of word in 

their status was not refers to the rules or the rule and principle of the words or 

sentence itself. 

 It can be conclude that, the user of facebook  and instagram didn’t know 

that their status or caption have made a meaning shift namely widening. They 

only use the words in order to express their feeling and not have the other 

purpose. 

 

SUGGESTION 

 It can be suggested to the facebook and instagram user to use the words or 

sentence by attention to the rule or the norm of using language, especially care to 

the meaning shift. Because it is interesting to make a status or caption in a deep 

meaning and the other user of facebook and instagram can understand what is the 
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meaning of the statement that they have been stated in their facebook and 

instagram. 

 It can be suggested to next English department student to do another 

research on facebook and instagram but in different material of semantic in 

another to support this result of research.   
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